Your Floor

Fully Covered

What is the biggest problem, worry or pain point to getting
an old floor repaired, or a new floor finished?

T

o those of us who coat concrete floors, it is a well-known
fact that blisters sometimes develop weeks or months after
the coating has been successfully applied.
The problem is most prevalent with coatings applied to on-grade concrete floor
slabs, although it also can occur on elevated floor slabs. Coatings on concrete walls
seldom fail by blistering, perhaps because
of differences related to construction: walls
are poured and cured in forms; floor slabs
are cast in place and exposed to the atmosphere during cure. The ideas presented in
this article pertain principally, if not exclusively, to horizontal concrete slabs cured
open to the air.
The coatings that most commonly fail
by blistering are quite impermeable to
water in its liquid state. Although this problem does not appear specific to a particular
resin chemistry, it is often associated with
epoxy coatings because epoxy is frequently
the coating of choice for concrete.
These unsightly blisters can impair
the functionality of the coating by making
its surface too irregular or by breaking its
continuity. The blisters can vary in size and
frequency. Their distribution at a given site
can be random, giving no hint as to the underlying cause, or can be confined to certain rooms or areas,

hinting at some specific but generally undetermined cause.
Liquid is often found within the blister, and it sometimes squirts out if the blister is punctured. When analyzed, this liquid
proves to be water containing small concentrations of impurities. Since the water is
coming from beneath the coating, its source
must be the concrete, although sometimes
the source is not immediately apparent.
By examining field observations from
failed coating systems, the theory of osmosis, and experiments conducted by the authors, this article will argue that blistering in
floor coatings can be attributed primarily to
osmotic pressure. We believe that on-grade
concrete slabs that are in contact with subgrade water can form incomplete osmotic
cells. When an impermeable coating is applied to the concrete, it acts as the confining wall required to contain the osmotic
process, and blisters develop. We will also
offer strategies for preventing blistering.
Field Observations

Field Observations
One of the authors visited sites with blistering problems. At each site, the concrete
was coated with thermoset flooring systems—resin-rich, self-leveling floors made

Answer:

Paint Failure
1. Whose face will wear the egg?
2. Who will carry the can?
3. Where will the buck stop?

Meet Allied Finishes
We care (obviously, like everyone)
Total Responsibility (like no other
flooring company)
Proper warranties (if the floor fails,
we'll fix it)
The buck stops here
We carry the can
We won't wear the eggs - no one will
need to

HOW

We take our commitments and responsibilities, to ourselves and our clients, very seriously.
We have not made the preceding bold statements glibly, or without real depth of thought.
We make our commitments because:

Our well of experience is deep, and our technical understanding is broad
Our commitment to quality is uncompromising; documented, transparent, and fully traceable
Our folio of risk management systems and insurances is unequaled

Experience
Built by the Gillies family, we have a background of
chemistry, paint engineering, and manufacture. Laurie
fought in neither World War. He was too young for the
first, and classified as essential services in 1940 as
he was a chemist. His formulations by report were
excellent – scrumptious in fact – but Graham (his
son) decided that Paint Chemistry would be more
exciting than dreaming up recipes for coloured jellies.
Graham spearheaded the development of
polyurethanes in Australia – Imperite (still being
made and specified today) was his baby. The 1960’s
were years of major infrastructure spending. The
Snowy River Hydroelectric Scheme used a massive
tonnage of paint developed by Graham and the IMP
team.

So here we are now – a third and fourth generation. We’re not fly-by-nighters, we are experienced, diligent
professionals. That’s why government departments and major Australian companies use us. That’s why
multinational architects specify us. We’ll give you a list of people you can call anytime.

We are consistently professional. We know about paint, and we know how to give you a guaranteed result.

Quality
The problem with painted floors is that it can be terribly hard to work out the cause of the issue. As an
industry, we tend to be clever – almost lawyers actually. With practice, it’s a cinch to expound on the
unfortunate combination of inclement weather, aggravated moisture vapour, and inherent substrate
contamination. Combined with the supplier giving an accelerator that should only be used in summer
(December), and even then only between certain latitudes – you see? – we’re off the hook as easy as.
But we don’t play the game that way.
If we take on your job, we do so with our eyes wide open.

We ask:
Not:
So we manage quality.

How can we make sure that this project is 100% successful?
Where are our outs, our loopholes?

Managing Quality
We break the risks down into 4 parts

1. The site – the substrate, site conditions,
wear factors, etc. It is what it is, and our
responsibility is to help you get what you
want on that site.

2. The paint system. We draw on our
experience, and the experience of whoever
else we need to in order to devise a
specification that is perfect for your
situation. We use our own coatings
(manufactured under ISO 9001-2008), and
we take full responsibility for their
performance.

3. Preparation. This is very critical. One
survey puts inadequate preparation at
75% in terms of cause of failure. The
prescribed method is detailed carefully,
and strictly adhered to. We tend to be
forensic in our record keeping, with
photos included at each stage of the
project.

4. Application. We have a proud team of
applicators. They are trained, certified,
qualified, properly equipped, very
experienced, and highly paid. They don’t
resent our QA system – they love it,
because they know that we prefer to
invest money in getting a job right than in
fixing a job gone bad.

Insurances
As a matter of course, we have all of the regular insurances; Workers Compensation, Public and Product
Liability, etc.

Is this cheap?

NO WAY!!

Does it give peace of mind?

YOU BET, FOR ALL OF US!!

In summing up..
Most people care about money - how much they have, how much they can save, etc. Many confuse price
and cost – both measured in money (dollars).

Price is once – what you pay for a product or service at the time of procurement.
Cost is ongoing – what the product or service yields or saves long term.

We think cost is the most important issue to our clients, so that is what we have focused on. To be candid,
this will at times mean that our price is not the lowest – we are not the cheapest.
We don’t apologise for that because we seriously care about you long term.
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